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''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''14'' For'a'brief'account'of'medical'legends'associated'with'Salerno'see'C.'S.,'“Salerno:'Its'Medical'School'and'its'Medical'Legends,”'British(Medical(Journal'2.4316'(1943):'402.'For'a'more'complete'history'see'Morris'Harold'Saffron,'“Maurus'of'Salerno:'Twelfth>Century'‘Optimus'Physicus’.'With'His'Commentary'on'the'Prognostics'of'Hippocrates,”'Transactions(of(the(American(Philosophical(Society'62.1'(1972):'1>104.'15'' Marcellus'Empiricus,'De(Medicamentis,'Library'of'Latin'Texts'–'Series'B'(Turnhout:'Brepols'Publishers,'2010),'5'May'2011,'<http://clt.brepolis.net.ezphost.dur.ac.uk/lltb/pages/Toc.aspx?ctx=68257>.'16'' Isidore'of'Seville,'The(Etymologies(of(Isidore(of(Seville,'trans.'Stephen'A.'Barney'et'al'(Cambridge:'Cambridge'UP,'2006).'
Collins''14'
Hrabanus'Maurus'of'Fulda'(AD'780'–'856).18'In'the'period'between'the'ninth'century'and'the'twelfth'century,'this'learning'was'largely'replaced'in'England'by'Anglo>Saxon'medical'practices.19'These'combined'old'practices'that'are'presumed'to'derive'from'older'Germanic'practices'with'the'surviving'elements'of'Roman'medicine.20'Anglo>Saxon'medicine'has'come'down'to'us'through'a'number'of'Old'English'manuscripts,'in'which'the'emphasis'tends'to'lie'on'the'curative'functions'of'plants'and'animal'products,'and'leeches'or'cures'for'specific'illnesses.'Anglo>Saxon'medicine'can'be'characterized'as'a'functional'corpus'of'cures'rather'than'a'highly'theoretical'system'like'the'Greek'tradition.'Nonetheless,'theoretical'learning'was'also'evident'even'in'the'Leechbook21(and'also'in'some'other'Anglo>Saxon'texts.22(Despite'the'strong'influence'of'theoretical'medicine'on'the'poets'examined'in'this'thesis,'many'assume'that'the'practical'measures'taken'in'the'Anglo>Saxon'period'lived'on'in'popular'tradition'and'also,'very'likely,'in'aspects'of'popular'practice.'Early'medicine'is'thought'to'have'been'supported'in'practice'by'pagan'ritual'and'in'the'early'Christian'era'religious'elements'were'included'in'place'of,'or'combined'with,'pagan'ritual.23''On'the'other'hand'the'Greek'tradition'is'highly'systematic'and'is'rational'in'its'processes.'This'is'less'true'of'Anglo>Saxon'medical'practice.'Chaucer’s'emphasis'on'his'Physician’s'lack'of'study'of'the'Bible'(I.(438)'is'























Canon'joined'these'texts'as'an'important'source'of'medical'authority.42'Garcia>Ballester'notes'that'while'these'translations'made'a'strong'contribution'to'Galenic'medicine'in'the'Latin'West,'they'also'spurred'on'further'translation'and'scholarship:' While'the'intellectual'framework'of'both'texts'is'Aristotelian'(as'regards'the'concepts'connected'with'natural'philosophy'that'are'employed'and'also'the'techniques'of'reasoning'and'expounding),'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''38' Luis'Garcia>Ballester,'Galen(and(Galenism:(Theory(and(Medical(Practice(from(Antiquity(to(the(European(Renaissance,(ed.'Jon'Arrizabalaga'et'al.'(Aldershot:'Ashgate,'2002)'4.'39'' Charles'Burnett'and'Danielle'Jacquart,'Constantine(the(African(and(ʻAlī(ibn(al?ʻAbb*as(al?Ma*g*usī:(the(Pantegni(and(



















































evidence'and,'while'aspects'of'their'learning'may'survive'in'the'lyrics'and'herbals,'there'is'no'evidence'of'their'contribution'to'the'scholarly'tradition.'One'likely'aspect'of'other'forms'of'healing,'of'which'we'do'have'some'evidence,'is'magic.'Magic'was'already'evident'in'the'Anglo>Saxon'tradition,'but'it'also'had'classical'origins.'Michelle'Sweeney'has'discussed'the'relationship'between'magic,'religion'and'philosophy'in'the'fourteenth'century.'She'argues'that'when'Chaucer'uses'the'term'magyk(natureel'he'“simply'reflects'the'shifting'parameters'between'magic,'medicine,'and'science'in'his'own'period”.78'Her'discussion'highlights'Chaucer’s'sophisticated'relationship'to'his'contemporary'discourse'and'professional'terminology.''Many'commentators'have'noted'the'rise'of'astrology,'natural'magic,'and'the'occult'in'the'later'Middle'Ages.'One'contributing'factor'was'Arabic'influence'on'the'Latin'West.'For'example,'Alkind,'the'9th'century'Arab'Neoplatonist,'in'his(Theory(of(the(Magic(Art,'maintained'that'“physical'and'occult'causes'were'...'equally'able'to'be'responsible'for'physical'phenomena”.79'Despite'the'apparent'rationality'of'antique'medicine'Greek'medicine'did'have'some'magical'traditions.'Greek'writers'disagreed'over'Medea,'for'example.'Ovid'portrays'her'rejuvenating'her'uncle'Aeson''through'her'magical'powers'(Metamorphoses'VII)80'while'others,'such'as'Diodorus'Siculus'(Bibliotheka(Historica,'4.51.3)81'and'Apollodorus'(Argonautica'1.9.23),82'explain'that'this'was'trickery'rather'than'magic.'This'distinction'between'magic'and'trickery'arises'again'in'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''78'' Michelle'Sweeney,'Magic(in(Medieval(Romance(from(Chretien(de(Troyes(to(Geoffrey(Chaucer'(Dublin:'Four'Courts,'2000)'153.'79' Crombie'68.'80'' Ovid,'Metamorphoses,'trans.'A.'D.'Melville,'Oxford'World’s'Classics'(Oxford:'Oxford'UP,'1986).'81'' Diodorus'Siculus,'Bibliotheca(Historica,'trans.'Charles'L.'Sherman'(Cambridge,'Mass.:'Harvard'UP,'1952).'82'' Apollodorus'of'Athen,'The(Library(of(Greek(Mythology,'trans.'Robin'Hard'(Oxford:'Oxford'UP,'1997).'
Collins''39'
Chaucer.'Plato'remarks'on'the'role'of'charms'and'incantations'in'healing'(Symposium(263).83'In'Roman'thought,'for'example'in'Pliny,'as'Flint'notes,'“there'lies'a'borderland'in'which'magicians'and'healers'may'come'close'to'one'another”.84'This'Roman'tradition'contributed'to'Anglo>Saxon'medicine.'Religion'also'contributed'to'some'of'the'more'occult'aspects'of'medieval'medical'practice.'Karen'Jolly'notes'that'"the'issue'in'early'medieval'Europe'was'not'so'much'whether'words'had'power'or'invisible'spiritual'forces'existed'>'they'certainly'did'in'the'minds'of'most'Christian'thinkers'>'but'whose'words'and'whose'spiritual'forces'(divine'or'demonic)".85'One'could'see'the'Church’s'role'in'the'Middle'Ages'as'replacing'pagan'ideas'about'demonic'forces'(flying'demons)'with'the'role'of'divine'forces,'or'demonic'forces'as'imagined'by'the'church'rather'than'by'earlier'pagan'systems'of'belief.'Jolly’s'assessment'is'equally'true'of'the'role'of'magic'in'medical'practice'in'the'fourteenth'century.'The'power'of'words'was'acknowledged,'and'Jolly's'assessment'is'also'true'of'later'medieval'practice:'While'on'the'one'hand,'many'sermon'writers'roundly'condemned'the'continued'practice'of'devil'worship'found'in'auguries,'invocations'and'charms,'they'also'urged'Christians'to'resort'to'the'powerful'signs'and'incantations'of'the'cross,'the'Creed,'and'the'Lord's'Prayer,'using'these'blessings'over'herbs'instead'of'diabolical'pagan'ones.86'





















































''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''11'' Plato,'Timaeus,'trans.'Donald'J.'Zeyl'(Indianapolis:'Hackett,'2000)'and'The%Laws,'trans.'A.E.'Taylor'(Dent:'Dutton,'1960)'iv.%12'' Plato,'The%Republic,'trans.'R.W.'Sterling'and'W.C.'Scott'(New'York:'Norton,'1985)'455d.'13'' Elizabeth'Groscz,'Volatile%Bodies:%Toward%a%Corporeal%Feminism,'Theories'of'Representation'and'Difference'(Bloomington:'Indiana'UP,'1994)'5.'
Collins''58'''body'that'tinged'his'philosophy.14'He'clearly'shares'the'tradition'of'the'Orphic'priests;'and'in'the'Gorgias%(493a)'he'makes'overt'the'relationship'between'soma%(body)'and'sema'(dungeon).15'Grosz'notes'that'Aristotle'extends'this'tradition:'…maternity'is'regarded'as'a'mere'housing,'receptacle,'or'nurse'of'being'rather'than'a'coDproducer…'in'the'case'of'reproduction'[Aristotle]'believed'that'the'mother'provided'the'formless,'passive,'shapeless'matter'which,'through'the'father,'was'given'form,'shape'and'contour,'specific'features'and'attributes'it'otherwise'lacked.'The'binarization'of'the'sexes,'the'dichotomization'of'the'world'and'of'knowledge'has'been'effected'already'at'the'threshold'of'Western'reason.16'This'dichotomy'established,'or'at'least'institutionalized,'by'Aristotle'is'the'keystone'of'western'medieval'philosophical'thought'on'gender'and'the'body.'One'might'notice'that'the'above'summary'of'Aristotle’s'attitudes'to'gender'apply'equally'to'Aquinas'and,'indeed,'Aquinas'integrated'Aristotle,'but'in'this'respect'made'few'changes'to'the'Aristotelian'doctrine.'It'underlies'both'religious'and'medical'debate'on'male'and'female'bodies'and'it'provided'a'justification'for'assuming'men'to'be'superior'to'women.'In'reproduction,'male'bodies'are'associated'with'form'while'female'bodies'provide'mere'passive'matter.''Nevertheless'reproduction'itself'was'also'suspicious'to'many'medieval'thinkers,'in'particular'St.'Augustine.17'











Gender%Identity,%Medicine%and%Religion%' Although'medicine'has'been'discussed'in'chapter'one,'it'is'also'important'to'consider'the'relationship'between'medicine'and'religion'in'the'Middle'Ages.'Medical'thought'in'the'Middle'Ages'was'largely'in'accordance'with'the'teachings'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''21'' Ernst'H.'Kantorowicz,'The%King's%Two%Bodies:%A%Study%in%Mediaeval%Political%Theology'(Princeton:'Princeton'UP,'1957)'194.'22'' Thomas'Hoccleve,'The%Regiment%of%Princes,'ed.'Charles'R.'Blyth,'Middle'English'Texts'(Kalamazoo,'Mich.:'Medieval'Institute'Publications,'1999).'23'' Christine'de'Pizan,'The%Book%of%the%Body%Politic,'ed.'Kate'Langdon'Forhan,'Cambridge'Texts'in'the'History'of'Political'Thought'(Cambridge:'Cambridge'UP,'1994).'
Collins''63'''of'the'Church.'This'is'not'surprising'since'the'teachings'of'the'Church'were'a'product'of'scientific'thinking'as'well'as'of'biblical'influence.'In'this'mode'of'discourse,'too,'women'were'considered'to'be'the'inferior'partner.'This'was'manifest'not'so'much'in'valueDjudgments,'but'rather'in'the'ways'in'which'human'anatomy'was'considered'in'a'relativistic'fashion,'with'male'anatomy'as'the'norm'and'female'anatomy'as'an'anomaly.'Women’s'bodies'were'defined'in'terms'of'lack.'Victoria'Bergvall'calls'this'the'deficit%perspective'on'gender.24'Nevertheless,'Nancy'Partner'notes'that'eunuchs'(one'type'of'person'that'troubled'medieval'gender'norms)'were'still'constructed'as'male'in'medieval'France.'While'women'were'partially'constructed'in'terms'of'their'lack'of'male'genitals,'it'would'be'an'overDsimplification'to'suggest'that'a'lack'of'penis'was'all'that'constituted'the'medieval'understanding'of'female'gender'identity.25'Medical'understanding'of'female'anatomy'was'complicated'by'a'number'of'social'factors'linked'to'physicians’'(in)capacity'to'physically'examine'bodies,'and'in'particular'female'bodies.26'To'survey'medieval'medical'understanding'of'women’s'bodies'is'to'examine'a'largely'theoretical'discipline,'and'a'discipline'that'examines'female'anatomy'in'an'attempt'to'explain'its'difference'from'male'anatomy,'without'recourse'to'physical'examination.'Doctors'and'clerics'were'male,'postDmortem'examination'was'largely'taboo,'and'female'bodies'were'rarely'examined'by'male'doctors,'largely'because'Church'teaching'prohibited,'or'at'least'discouraged,'the'practice.'This'was,'in'part,'a'result'of'the'doctrine'of'resurrection.'Dissections'began'to'become'more'common'around'the'year'1300,'but'it'took'time'for'these'







































































Seeing%the%Body:%The%Male%Gaze%' Alongside'a'consideration'of'the'phenomenological'aspect'of'bodyDperception,'male'gaze'theory'is'useful'to'this'discussion.'In'terms'of'gaze,'Henryson,'in'particular,'makes'distinct'choices'about'how'male'and'female'bodies'will'be'perceived'in'his'work.'As'will'be'shown,'the'bodies'perceived'in'Henryson'are'almost'exclusively'female,'and'when'they'are'male,'those'bodies'are,'in'a'sense,'feminized.'As'such,'Laura'Mulvey'provides'a'helpful'starting'point'for'a'consideration'of'the'gaze'in'Henryson.65'In'a'selfDproclaimed'“political'use'of'psychoanalysis”,'Mulvey'outlines'the'concept'of'scopophilia'(pleasure'in'looking),'the'notion'of'film'as'voyeurism,'and'the'active/'male'role'of'the'perceiver'as'against'the'passive'/'female'role'of'the'perceived'in'twentiethDcentury'cinema.'Her'essay'has'been'highly'influential.'In'considering'the'gaze'a'new'perspective'on'Henryson'becomes'possible.'This'thesis'will'use'Mulvey’s'ideas'as'a'starting'point'for'consideration'of'a'gaze'which'is'very'different'in'nature'to'the'male'gaze'of,'for'example,'twentiethDcentury'cinema.'The'idea'of'the'‘double'gaze’'is'particularly'useful:'Traditionally,'the'woman'displayed'has'functioned'on'two'levels:'as'erotic'object'for'the'characters'within'the'screen'story,'and'as'erotic'object'for'the'spectator'within'the'auditorium,'with'a'shifting'tension'between'the'looks'on'either'side'of'the'screen.'For'instance,'the'device'of'the'showDgirl'allows'the'two'looks'to'be'unified'technically'without'any'apparent'break'in'the'diegesis.66'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''65'' Laura'Mulvey,'Visual%and%Other%Pleasures,%Theories'of'Representation'and'Difference'(Indiana:'Indiana'UP,'1989).'66'' Ibid'19.'





















                                                1'''''' Neville'Coghill,'“Chaucer’s'Narrative'Art,”'Chaucer*and*the*Chaucerians,'ed.'D.S.'Brewer'(London:'Nelson,'1966).'
Collins'''103 
Canterbury*Tales.2'Others'have'considered'the'contrast'between'the'frame,'which'tends'to'lend'the'tales'authenticity,'and'the'tales,'which'frequently'deal'in'the'world'of'the'ideal.3'Many'have'noted'the'linguistic'depth'of'each'teller'but'despite'the'detail'of'each'tellers’'characterization'the'poet'himself'is'inevitably'present'in'the'text.'The'realistic'voices'of'each'character'serves'to'suspend'the'audience’s'disbelief'but'also'highlights'the'fictional'nature'of'the'work'because'the'virtuosity'of'the'poems’'language'brings'the'poet’s'skill'to'the'fore.'This'problem'is'crucial'in'considering'the'propriety'of'Chaucer’s'language'of'the'body.'When'is'he'concerned'with'audience'belief'and'when'is'he'concerned'with'linguistic'play?'The'poems'and'tales'examined'in'this'chapter'have'been'selected'for'the'abundance'of'bodily'language'used'by'the'poet.'While'many'examples'of'the'language'of'the'body'in'Chaucer’s'writing'will'not'be'covered,'the'caseGstudies'to'follow'will'demonstrate'Chaucer’s'linguistic'dexterity'and'creativity.'The'poetry'examined'in'this'chapter'illustrates'the'unusual'ways'that'Chaucer'calls'on'bodily'discourse'and'instances'in'which'audience'expectations'are'undermined.''A'discussion'of'Chaucer’s'range'of'terminology'will'demonstrate'his'complex'relationship'to'the'vocabulary'of'the'body.'Such'terminology'ranges'from'the'termes*of'natural'philosophy'to'bawdy'language'that'might'not,'under'normal'circumstances,'be'considered'terminology'at'all.'Chaucer’s'characterization'of'the'Pardoner'and'the'Summoner'will'then'be'considered'in'order'to'examine'the'








                                                5'' Bowen'5.'
Collins'''106 
bodily'functions.'In'the'discussion'of'medieval'language'in'chapter'one,'the'fart'was'noteworthy'for'its'absence.'The'humour'is'in'the'audience’s'knowledge'that'such'subjects'are'normally'taboo'and'the'enjoyment'of'the'joke'is'in'the'breaking'of'this'taboo.'The'existence'of'this'taboo,'however,'is'a'product'of'social'anxiety'concerning'bodily'functions'and'body'control'as'discussed'in'chapters'one'and'two.'The'act'of'farting'symbolises'irregular'body'functions.'For'Nicholas'to'fart'at'Absolon'is'a'terrible'insult.'Systems'of'bodyGcontrol'such'as'medicine'and'systems'of'social'control'such'as'politesse'encourage'the'regulation'of'the'body’s'functions'and'the'fart'represents'the'failure'of'such'regulation.'For'a'listener'with'a'vested'interest'in'maintaining'social'control'over'the'body,'such'humour'is'disruptive.6'Chaucer’s'tale'demonstrates'not'just'that'the'act'of'farting'undermines'social'control,'but'that'even'the'language'of'the'action'is'taboo.'The'bodily'function'and'the'language'used'to'describe'it'are'connected'in'their'disrespectability.''The'fart’s'association'with'involuntary'bodily'functions'renders'it'vulgar.'Nevertheless'it'constitutes'an'act'of'communication'with'Absolon;'a'gesture'of'disdain.'By'farting'on'Absolon,'Nicholas'marks'his'territorial'domain'and'signals'his'disrespect'for'him.'Alcuin'Blamires'interprets'Nicholas’'actions'as'a'victory'of'physicality'over'rationality.'As'discussed'in'the'previous'chapter,'physicality'was'largely'associated'with'feminine'weakness,'and'so'“Nicholas’'arseGbaring'lowers'
                                                6'' Both'modern'discomfort'with'the'word'fart'and'modern'appreciation'of'the'humour'of'both'the'word'and'the'bodily'function'itself'are'apparent'in'a'series'of'exchanges'in'the'BMJ'2,'No.6182'(July'14,'1979),'120;'2,'No.'6186'(Aug.'11,'1979),'394;'and'2,'No.'6189'(Sep.'1,'1979),'555.'The'first'contributor'suggests'the'use'of'the'word'deflatulate'“in'circumstances'unsuitable'to'the'monosyllabalic'alternative”'and'argues'that'Chaucer’s'use'of'the'word'shows'that'he'could'use'it'without'embarassment.'A'series'of'comments'about'the'classical'origins'of'the'word,'Latin'alternatives,'and'and'suggestions'for'other'viable'English'alternatives'follows.'At'least'some'of'these'contributions'appear'to'be'tongueGinGcheek,'and'the'exchange'neatly'illustrates'our'inheritance'of'both'medieval'anxiety'about'the'word'and'the'bodily'function'and'the'continuing'tradition'of'undermining'such'anxiety'with'humour.'
Collins'''107 
him'to'female'animality”.7'This'interpretation'of'Nicholas’'actions'appears'to'be'supported'by'the'order'of'events.'Alisoun,'after'all,'initiates'the'comic'exchange'by'baring'her'own'arse,'and'Nicholas'follows'suit.'In'following'Alisoun'he'copies'the'female'example.'He'goes'further,'however,'and'introduces'the'act'of'communication'(the'fart).'This'fart'is'a'corrupted'form'of'the'male'rational'characteristic'of'action'through'communication.'In'this'exchange'it'is'apparent'that'Chaucer'integrates'bawdy'humour'with'gendered'discourse'and'a'reflection'on'the'status'of'male'and'female'acts'of'communication.'This'bawdy'joke'subverts'its'apparently'low'intention'and'sheds'light'on'scholarly'concerns.'One'could'argue,'of'course,'that'more'elevated'concerns'are'always'implicit'in'bawdy'literary'exchanges'since'they'can'always,'with'relative'ease,'be'read'as'metaphor.'The'bawdy'style'is'very'frequently'associated'with'taboo'bodily'acts.8'While'the'bawdy'style'may'‘alwaysGalready’'be'associated'with'issues'of'discourse,'however,'Chaucer'makes'explicit'this'connection.'This'case'is'particularly'interesting,'however,'because'the'fart'appears'to'be'deliberate'and'therefore'its'usage'is'a'deliberate'disruption'of'social'regulation.'It'seems'clear'that'Nicholas'counters'social'expectations'of'his'bodily'control'in'order'to'insult'(and'in'a'sense'assault)'Absolon.'Nicholas’'disruption'of'social'norms'is'met'with'actual'violence.'This'raises'the'issue'of'language'and'truth.'If'Nicholas’'fart'signifies'a'method'of'communication'designed'to'ridicule'his'love'













                                                10'' J.'D.'Burnley,'“Chaucer's''Termes,'”'The*Yearbook*of*English*Studies'7'(1977):'55.'11'' Ibid.'
Collins'''111 
words,'but'by'employing'termes'that'should'have'a'strict'and'limited'set'of'meanings'in'situations'that'stretch'their'semantic'purpose,'Chaucer'not'only'challenges'medieval'linguistic'norms,'but'also'allows'his'characters'to'challenge'the'systems'of'thought'associated'with'the'relevant'modes'of'discourse.''Chaucer'employs'the'termes'of'natural'science'(TC,'II.1038),'alchemy'(VII.'752),'astrology'(V.'1266),'medicine'(VI.'311),'rhetoric'and'schools'(IV.'16),'and'theology'and'law'(I.'639;'II.'1189).'All'of'these'together'would'be'included'“within'the'embracing'reference'of'termes*of*philosophie*(HF'857)”.12*As'a'learned'and'wellGinformed'observer'of'human'behaviour,'Chaucer'also'used'loves*termes'and'the'vocabulary'of'different'social'strata,'both'of'which'have'their'own'connotations,'though'perhaps'without'necessarily'having'the'same'“sense'of'distinctness'from'the'language'of'everyday”,'or'at'least'from'the'everyday'language'of'poetry.'Indeed,'according'to'medieval'sign'theory'each'sign'only'had'one'natural'signifier,13'and'in'this'context'termes'should'have'had'even'more'strict'rules'of'usage'than'might'be'expected:' Logicians'were'interested'in'terms,'utterances,'and'arguments,'but'medieval'rhetoricians'(and'poets)'also'knew'that,'logical'or'not,'utterances'signify'only'in'the'context'of'their'discourse'(sermo).14''In'Chaucer’s'writing,'however,'the'primary'significance'of'the'terme'depends'on'the'appropriate'usage'of'words'in'different'contexts.'Chaucer'aimed'to'use'words'that'accurately'described'the'subjects'of'his'discussion,'and'their'authenticity'was'




















































































                                                26'' Ibid'368.'27'' Ibid'369.''
Collins'''142 
Chaucer'is'also'interested'in'register'and'his'characters'usually'choose'words'in'a'register'that'suits'their'social'status'or'that'is'appropriate'to'the'context'in'which'they'are'speaking.'The'words'Chaucer'chooses'also'affect'the'tone'of'his'writing,'however.'Medical'language'is'used'to'describe'death'in'the*Knight’s*Tale'not'because'that'is'the'appropriate'register,'but'rather'because'of'the'tone'it'creates.'As'professional'language'it'seems'rather'cold'and'yet'Chaucer'is'able'to'use'it'to'tap'into'the'emotions'of'his'audience.'Chaucer’s'language'choice,'therefore,'serves'to'illustrate'the'brutality'of'Arcite’s'demise'by'rooting'it'in'terms'that'are'abstract'and'that'should'not'strictly'be'associated'with'a'passage'of'high'emotion.'In'the'drama'of'Arcite's'death,'Chaucer'brings'together'the'language'of'the'abstract,'of'the'philosophical,'and'of'learned'medicine'with'the'uncomfortable'reality'of'death,'one'of'our'key'bodily'experiences.'Walker'Bynum'uses'death'to'ground'her'discussion'of'the'body.'She'argues'that''…new'philosophical'theories'did'more'than'threaten'specific'religious'practices.'They'tended'to'make'body'itself'into'a'concept,'to'dissolve'body'into'theory...'The'abstractions'of'the'philosophers'and'theologians'were'not'so'much'defeated'as'simply'and'very'effectively'ignored'by'the'poets'and'mystics,'preachers'and'storytellers,'of'the'later'Middle'Ages.'28''In'this'poem,'however,'Chaucer'does'not'ignore'philosophy.'Rather'he'uses'it'to'demonstrate'the'seriousness'of'grounded,'bodily'existence.'The'use'of'grounded,'comprehensible,'indeed'logical,'philosophical'language'to'describe'Arcite’s'death'is'































                                                
33  For a discussion of the voces paginarum, or the ancient idea that letters on the page aim to re-present speech, see V. J. 
Scattergood, Manuscripts and Ghosts: Essays on the Transmission of Medieval and Early Renaissance Literature in England 




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































aside!from!the!new!perspective!on!women’s!private!conversation!not!generally!found!in!the!French!fabliaux!(in!which!attitudes!are!communicated!directly!to!the!audience),!lies!in!his!use!of!these!assumptions!about!women.!The!major!difference!between!Dunbar’s!women!and!the!Wife!of!Bath!is!that!Alys!appears!to!have!little!concern!even!for!the!appearance!of!piety.!Her!prologue!and!tale!take!as!candid!an!approach!as!Dunbar’s!women,!but!in!the!latter!case!they!do!so!in!the!conceit!of!a!private!female!space.!These!characteristics!are:!1. Concern!for!their!own!physical!appearance!2. Concern!for!appearance!of!piety!3. Despite!concern!for!appearance,!willingness!to!admit!duplicity!in!conversation!with!other!women,!and!trust!in!the!‘female!space’!4. Focus!on!female!choice!of!mate,!rather!than!female!acceptance!of!male!mateLchoice!5. Feelings!of!sexual!desire!based!on!male!virility!(largely!their!sexual!
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